Extracorporeal endotoxin elimination in sepsis
The Alteco LPS Adsorber is a medical device for blood purification, capable of removing circulating
endotoxin in blood by specific elimination. The device is used together with blood purification systems
during extracorporeal treatment. By removing endotoxin, the Alteco LPS Adsorber can turn the course
of sepsis and stabilize the patient’s hemodynamic parameters in 2 hours.1

Sepsis — a global health crisis
Did you know that sepsis causes 1 in 5 deaths globally? When endotoxin enters the blood stream, the immune
system produces a strong reactive response which can develop into sepsis (also known as blood poisoning).2
Sepsis is the body’s overwhelming and life-threatening response to infection that can lead to tissue damage,
organ failure, and death. Sepsis is one of the most common causes of death in modern intensive care. With
nearly 49 million cases worldwide and 11 million deaths globally per year – or 1 in 5 – it is now thought that
sepsis kills more people than cancer.3

What is endotoxin?
Endotoxin (or lipopolysaccharide, LPS) is the toxic part of gram-negative
bacteria, present in the outer membrane of the bacteria cell wall,
released when the bacterial cell disintegrates. Endotoxin is the source of
differentiation to cytokines and macrophages, which in turn activate the
inflammatory response in the immune system.4
Endotoxin is the initial trigger of the inflammatory response in the
immune system and one of the strongest bacterial inducers of
inflammatory cytokines.5 High levels of endotoxin activity are associated
with organ failure and death.6
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Take endotoxin out of the picture
Mortality in sepsis is the result of a cascade of events, starting with an infection, triggering an overwhelming
and life-threatening response in the immune system that eventually may progress to septic shock and result
in patient death. Early start of treatment with Alteco LPS Adsorber aims to reverse the sepsis process before
septic shock occurs, by taking endotoxin out of the picture.

Early treatment start matters
The purpose of removing endotoxin is to decrease the inflammatory response in the immune system to regain
control over the systemic failure and stabilize the patient in the acute situation, just before septic shock sets in.
Starting treatment early and turning the course of sepsis may help avoid first organ failure – the kidneys, also
saving the need for acute CRRT treatment. Sepsis is the leading cause of AKI (acute kidney injury) in ICU –
45 to 70% of all AKI is associated with sepsis.7

The Alteco LPS Adsorber removes endotoxin
from the patient’s blood as it passes through the
device through adsorption technology. The product
contains resin discs (porous polyethylene) coated
with a unique, synthetic peptide. The peptide
is non toxic and tailor-made to specifically bind
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) with high affinity.
SAFE. The Alteco LPS Adsorber is the only class
IIa (EU MDD) medical device for specific endotoxin
elimination and has no contraindications or side effects,
serious adverse events or allergic reactions reported.
SPECIFIC. The Alteco LPS Adsorber is designed to
specifically remove endotoxin.
EFFECTIVE. The Alteco LPS Adsorber can stabilize
the patient’s hemodynamic parameters in 2 hours.1 The
recommended treatment time is 2 hours and normally
only one treatment is needed. One treatment requires
one adsorber.

Manage sepsis in the ICU
Most infections can result in bacteremia, sepsis and ICU admission. For example:
• Pneumonia
• Urinary infections
• Gastro-intestinal and abdominal infections
• Post-operative infections
• Wound infections
• Meningitis
• Seasonal flu and viral infections, including COVID-19. 90% of patients with severe pulmonary forms of
COVID-19 have increased endotoxin levels and the level of endotoxin is directly related to the severity of
COVID-19.8, 9
When these infections get out of control and standard medical treatment is insufficient to stabilize the patient,
the Alteco LPS Adsorber is an add-on therapy to be used – safe, specific and effective in removing endotoxin.

Treatment criteria
Start the 2-hour treatment when the following clinical parameters are met:
• Urine production is decreasing (acute kidney failure approaching)
• Mean arterial pressure (MAP) ~ 65 mmHg
• >2 hours of vasopressor support and patient still unstable
In addition, Alteco LPS Adsorber can be used intra-operatively during cardiac surgery,
such as cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB), as endotoxemia is known to occur in cardiac
surgery using extracorporeal circulation.10 High endotoxin levels correlate with a
significantly higher risk of post-operative infection and cardiovascular dysfunction.11, 12

Clinical benefits
Post treatment, patients demonstrate:
• Reduction in endotoxin, procalcitonin (PCT) and lactate levels13, 14, 15
• Improved tissue perfusion14
• Positive effects on leukocytosis levels15
• Positive effects on body temperature15
• Increase in lung oxygenating function 15
• Reduction or elimination of vasopressor support dependence13
• Stability and improvement in mean arterial pressure (MAP), heart rate (HR)
and oxygen saturation15
• Improved SOFA score13

Our mission is to safely stabilize patients through extracorporeal endotoxin elimination,
turning the course of sepsis before septic shock occurs.
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